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1. The stratosphere and the profile of
warming

2. Brewer-Dobson circulation changes:
Mechanism(s)?  Implications?
Expansion of tropics/link to drought?
H2O?  Ozone?

3. Polar stratospheric change and
surface climate: SAM and NAM

4. Summary



My Key
Conclusion:

There has
never been a
better time to
invest
yourself In
stratospheric
processes
and their role
in climate.



Cartoon Of Some Key Stratospheric And Climate Changes

• Drought in subtropics?

• Mechanism? SST forcing?
Wave forcing? other?

• Cooling

• less strat
H2O• changes in

ozone

• temperature
trends

• Shift of storm
tracks, regional
climates, SAM, NAM



Rising atmospheric temperature

Rising sea level

Reduction in NH snow cover

And……

Atmospheric water
vapor increasing

Glaciers retreating

Arctic sea ice extent
decreasing

Warming consistency
with height

Warming is
Unequivocal

Many Changes Signal A Warming World

IPCC (2007) Summary for Policymakers



A Milestone of
Many
Contributions:

 Improved global
and tropical
temperature trends
from the surface to
the lower
stratosphere in
IPCC (2007)
chapter 3



Understanding Observations: Uncertainties

The satellite
record is a
patchwork quilt
of many
different
instruments.

What are
uncertainties in
‘matchups’
between different
instruments?

Different ‘matchups’ give dramatically different answers, from
about 0.04°C warming to about 0.2°C warming.

The data before
matchup looks like
this….



Figure 3.16
Understanding Observations:  Role of Stratosphere

Ttrop = Use T4 to correct T2 (Fu et al. 2004)

MSU MSU

UAH



Fu et al.:  Importance of the Stratosphere
to Fingerprinting Climate Change



Sherwood, Seidel, Lanzante, Thorne, and
others:  Correcting the Radiosondes Too

Bias error:  Solar effect
seen via different local
times at 00 UTC

“Change points”



The Meaning Behind the Consistency

Typical GCM [IPCC (2007) ch 9]:
Very little cooling in the tropical
lower strat; big gradients in ∆T

[Thompson and Solomon, 2005]:
Tropical cooling is large; comparable to
poles -> dynamical changes

• What does tropical cooling tell us?



More Meaning Behind the Consistency

• volcanoes,
ozone and
‘steps’ in
temperature

• Coupled
ozone,
circulation
change, and
T-trends in
tropics and
polar regions

Thompson and Solomon, in
press, J. Clim., 2008.



A Dynamically Changing Stratosphere
• Air cools through expansion as it
moves up, warms through
compression as it moves down.

• Why is this changing?

What does it imply?

• Coupling between temperature changes, ozone changes and BD
changes? (tropics and higher lats)?

• Influence on polar ozone trends? Should act to warm, increase
ozone…working against Cly-induced depletion and cooling….

• Influence on tropical tropopause z, T?  Expansion of tropics?  TTL?
Stratospheric water vapor?  Drought?   Polar circulation patterns?



Deckert and Dameris:
Effect of ocean warming
on deep convection and
upwelling in some
seasons?



Garcia and Randel:  emphasize the changes in
meridional temperature gradient tropics/extratropics,
and effects on wave propagation/dissipation: a basic
feature of GHG increases; not necessarily linked to e.g.
SST, increased tropospheric wave activity.



-SST/convection?

-Or g-waves? Or p-waves?

-Is wave generation
changing, or the
propagation/dissipation, or
both? Tropics?  mid-lats?

-Link to ozone changes?

-Or….? Many views….

-AR5 models?

Understanding HOW,
WHY, WHERE Circulation
is Changing:  Butchart,
Sigmond, Li, Garcia,
Fomichev, Rind, Eyring,
Dameris, Chen, Norton…



   Ozone and Temperature:  Stratosphere and Substratosphere

• Stratosphere:  Cooling at
50-70 mbar due in part to
local ozone losses there.

• Substratosphere, aka TTL:
Cooling at lower levels  ‘long
distance’ (through
downwelling longwave
changes), affects model/data
comparison in lower
stratosphere and even the
uppermost troposphere
(about 200-70 mbar)

• Effect on model/data
comparisons?

• Coupling to dynamics?

• Captured in AOGCMs? AR5?

Tropopause

Tropical
temperature
trends

Cooling

Forster et al., GRL, 2007.

Eyring et
al 2007



The Meaning In The Stratosphere

Widening
of the
tropics
seen
robustly in
various
datasets
[Seidel et
al. Nature,
2007].
Strat/trop
linkages?



A World of Change:
More Rain for Some, Less for Others

Regional changes (+/-)
of up to 20% in average
rainfall

• Drying in the
subtropics in both
hemispheres

• More precip in high
latitudes

JJA seasonal precipitation
(2090s: medium emissions
scenario; high confidence
in stippled areas)

IPCC (2007) Summary for Policymakers



African climate change….clues to an origin in the ocean?

Natural variability, land use, or
an effect linked to non-local
human influences?

Giannini et al., Science, 2003.

Underscores the link to SST. But why are the
SSTs changing?  Is there a role for

anthropogenic perturbations/chemistry?

Similar conclusion for North American drought
is given in Schubert et al., 2004.

Aerosols (Lohmann and colleagues)?

And what about the stratosphere?

Models using obsvd SST…….



P-E

Drying in subtropics,
moistening in extra-tropics



The Meaning In The Stratosphere

• Stratospheric cooling and SST linkage



Stratospheric Water Vapor
Randel: “Abrupt change”
around 2000 (not a change
point, it’s real….)



Link To Water Vapor

Rosenlof, Reid, Dameris, others:  SST/convection…



Dhomse et al.: Water Vapor and  Eddy Heat Flux

-> Roles of tropical SST vs extratropical waves…?



Coupled CCMs
project a large range
of different ozone
recovery behavior in
the polar regions in
the 21st century

Changing Circulation
and Ozone Recovery



Cartoon Of Some Key Stratospheric And Climate Changes

• Mechanism? SST forcing?
Wave forcing? other?

• Cooling

• less strat
H2O• changes in

ozone

• temperature
trends

• Shift of storm
tracks, regional
climates, SAM, NAM



Modes of Variability in the
Stratosphere and Troposphere

Weak vortex -> warmer,
‘floppier’

Strong vortex -> colder,
‘tighter’

Connections of
stratosphere/troposphere
on seasonal time scales.
What about long term?



Highlighted in IPCC
(2007) Chapter 3.

Mechanism(s)?

Planetary waves?
Synoptic waves? Role
of jets?

Many important papers
by Baldwin, Dunkerton,
Thompson, Polvani,
Kushner, Haynes,
Shepherd, Robinson,
others…



How Does the Fluid Dynamics Work?

• Position of the jet moves as polar
stratosphere cools?

• “Downward control”:  change in
the stratosphere moves down to
the lower atmosphere through
conservation of mass/momentum.

• More complex models?

• Initiation and/or amplification by
coupling through eddies (waves)?
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The
Antarctic
ozone hole



Antarctica really is the
coldest place on Earth.

Clouds that form in the cold Antarctic
stratosphere allow surface
(heterogeneous) chemistry to take place,
enhancing ozone destruction by
manmade chlorine.

Key reaction is
HCl + ClONO2 -> Cl2 + HNO3

 (Solomon et al., Nature, 1986).

"The light was especially good today; the sun
was directly reflected by a single twisted
iridescent cloud in the north, a brilliant and
most beautiful object."

(Robert Falcon Scott,
Diary entry for August 1, 1911)

polar

Surface chemistry under
the very cold conditions
of Antarctica
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Polar cloud surfaces lead to much
more ozone destruction in sunlight,
lower down in the heart of the layer
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Summer skin temperature trends 1982-2004 from AVHRR
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NewImages/images.php3?img_id=17257

Antarctic Surface Climate:   Why So Different from
the Rest of the World?



Ozone and Climate in the Vortex
A fundamental aspect of temperature, wind, and climate
variability in the polar regions



Ozone losses in the Arctic are much less severe than the Antarctic.

Poles Apart:  How ozone used to be and how it is now

“Normal”

Not
normal

Shepherd, Atmos.
Ocean, 2008



With so much less
ozone, the Antarctic
spring stratosphere
gets much colder (5-
10°C in November)
and ‘tighter’, a
remarkable change in
stratospheric climate.

These cooling trends
are very large…do
they propagate down
to affect the
troposphere, and
even surface
climate?

Ozone Depletion Changes The Antarctic Stratosphere



Recent SH climate change
Tightening



Recent surface climate trends and the vortex

 Thompson and Solomon Science 2002

Recent trends in surface temperature and wind (Dec-May 1969-2000).
Stronger vortex:  cold air stays bottled up in the vortex, so the plateau
gets colder while the peninsula gets warmer

Total trends Congruent with SAM



The Larsen B ice shelf, Antarctica.Satellite imagery shows
disintegration of an area of
about 3250 km2 over
35 days in early 2002.

Ice
Do we understand what is happening to ice shelves?

Source:  NASA



Variability in the Antarctic climate

Effects of the peninsula topography on
Antarctic flow patterns.  Competition:
westerlies and blocking.



Variability in the Antarctic climate
Largest
warming
trends on the
east side of
the Peninsula
in summer
and autumn,
due to
stronger
westerly flow
(SAM),
overwhelming
blocking.



Satellite Data Provide A Key Check

Summer season (DJF) cooling extends from the stratosphere to
the troposphere.  There is a lot of structure.   [Johanson and Fu,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 2007]

Trop

Strat



Model/Measurement Comparison

Hadley Center
GCM forced with
obsvd ozone
depletion

(Gillett and
Thompson,
2003).

{GHGs can also
contribute to
strengthening
the vortex, but
ozone has a
much bigger
effect.}



Couplings: Winds And Ozone, and
Climate Variability and Change

Observed trends Stronger avg
westerlies

Links to
SH rainfall
and
perhaps
Australian
drought?

How do changes in wind
stress affect ocean
circulation and carbon
and heat transport?



Arctic and Antarctic sea ice trends

Overall trends very different.  Ozone and SAM has
affected the air temperatures and circulation patterns in
SH summer (and probably fall as well).  Is this affecting
sea ice?



Arctic and Antarctic sea ice trends for 1980-2000 vs model with
data assimilation to capture SAM trends:

Goosse et al, in press, Clim. Dyn., 2008

Increases in sea ice extent driven by SAM changes
1980-2000 (circulation, ozone?).  Model also shows
decreases for 1950-1980 (warming, GHG?).



Figure 10.17 NH?

SH√

Miller et
al. JGR
2005;
IPCC
(2007)
Ch 10



Scaife:  if
you can’t
model it,
prescribe
it….

Large
impact of
the
stratosphere
on NH
climate
changes?



Climate Changes of IPCC (2007)

IPCC (2013):  To do better on many aspects of
structure/regional behavior, will benefit from a
better understanding of the stratosphere



Cartoon Of Some Key Stratospheric And Climate Changes

• Mechanism(s)? SST forcing?
Wave forcing? other?

• Cooling

• less strat
H2O• changes in

ozone

• temperature
trends

• Shift of storm
tracks, regional
climates, SAM, NAM





Thanks for your attention, and for your
support of the IPCC process




